Multi-Purpose Locomotives

BROOKVILLE multi-purpose locomotives are custom-designed to meet your maintenance and utility needs while also featuring optional head end power (HEP), uniquely offering passenger service during periods of high-volume ridership or during fleet maintenance and repairs. All BROOKVILLE multi-purpose locomotives feature EPA-compliant prime mover engines, advanced locomotive control systems, and a durable all-steel frame, ultimately providing you with a dependable multi-purpose solution that will simultaneously improve your rail-system’s efficiency and bottom line.

Standard Features:
- 2000 to 4000hp (1491 to 2982kW) EPA-Compliant Prime Mover Engine
- All-Steel Heavy Duty Frame
- BROOKVILLE’s Adapted Blomberg-B Trucks
- Dynamic Braking
- Equipped with Disc Brake Units for Additional Braking Capacity
- Advanced Locomotive Control System featuring touch screen displays for engine and major component controls and diagnostics, and wheel slip / slide control
- Custom Color Paint Matching
- Wide Cab Design for Multi-Directional Operation
- 2500 Gallon (9463.5L) Fuel Tank

Optional Feature:
- Separate Head End Power

BL20GH 132 Ton - 2250hp Multi-Purpose Locomotive with Separate HEP

Upright Control Stand